1976 yamaha xs 750

The Yamaha XS and Yamaha XS was a line of inline three cylinder motorcycles produced by the
Yamaha Motor Corporation from to for the worldwide motorcycle market. The last model year of
manufacturing was Released in Japan in as the GX sporting wire wheels as opposed to cast
alloy in all other models the XS became the name for the export model. These motorcycles are
usually referred to as "Triples" because they have 3 cylinders. The first 4 model years the bike
displaced cc. This was increased to cc for the final 2 model years but was referred to as an
There were various changes made to the model over the years. Very few of these bikes seem to
have been made and even fewer survived. The cast wheels were in an unpainted finish and the
decals were in a distinctive stripe design on the tank and side panels. The air box assembly was
different from later years. The air filter could be changed by opening the seat. This model had
triple contact breaker points making timing adjustment complex. Also featured was a separate
regulator and rectifier. The seat has a short tail piece this year. This bike received rave reviews
in Cycle World, who called it a "Bargain BMW" and rated it one of their top 10 bikes in the world
in A number of these made it out to export markets in late The tank now sports the familiar
piping around the contours picking out the detail. Problems with reliability led to a further
release in A particular problem was with 2nd gear. This had a habit of dropping into neutral
under load. Canny riders would short-shift from 1st to 3rd gear; the engine had enough torque
to support this technique. The Yamaha fix tended to be temporary, so not worth doing. The "D"
had the same tail piece as the "C" and early GX The bike now had 3 into 2 exhaust system with
silencers on both sides of the bike, and improvements made to the engine to improve reliability.
This bike has a different seat from the "C" and "D". The tail piece is longer and doesn't fit the
early seats. Yamaha added electronic ignition this year but retained the mechanical timing
advancing unit. The engine again had some improvements including cam shafts to boost the
power of the engine. The rev limit was raised to rpm this year from which the electronic ignition
had allowed. The change of carburetors also meant a change of air box design and the air filter
was now changed without lifting the seat. The XS also came with a stock fairing with full storage
and aerodynamic enclosure of the rider. The fairing also introduced additional stability to the
motorcycle by creating additional rake to the frame. This was a first for bikes of this time,
especially those in the to dollar price range. As above but European models came with an
optional 24 liter fuel tank and also a new paint scheme. The cast wheels from this year on were
of the "tubeless design". The cc replacement for the XS was a very similar beast. The engine
received bigger barrels and pistons, a beefier crankshaft, a wider primary chain and better oil
ways. The addition of an oil cooler helped keep things cool. Also added were frame
improvements including a new swing arm mounting and alloy footrest carriers. Also to be seen
in some "F" models. The exhausts on the European models have an offset in them to improve
ground clearance at the rear. As previous year. Also the last production year although models
continued to sell for a few years after this. One final change, the ignition system was updated to
electronic advanced timing and the mechanical advance assembly was removed. From
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bikes. Claimed horsepower was The Yamaha XS Triple Special was produced from into the s for
the worldwide motorcycle market. In the United States, the last model year was These bikes are
usually referred to as "Triples" because they have 3 cylinders. The first 4 model years the bike
displaced cc. This was increased to cc for the final 2 model years. The Yamaha Triple was the
most technically innovative bike of its day. The only modern street triples are the new Triumph
cc to cc bikes. The shaft drive was listed as a best feature by 59 percent of the owners. Shafties
are different! Already famed for its two-strokes, Yamaha had every intention of continuing its
growth cycle The firm's ambition in the late Seventies was to challenge the giant Honda on its
home ground, the big four-stroke multi. It was a difficult task for Yamaha to implement a new
image on the big four-stroke market -already dominated by Honda, followed by Kawasaki and
Suzuki -without being tagged as a copycat. Yamaha chose, with varying degrees of success, to
go for technical originality, calling on outside designers to develop the technologies in which
the firm was not yet experienced. Yamaha chose the prestigious Porsche to develop the
twin-cylinder engine of the TX and the shaft drive of the XS Porsche was as good as its
reputation; the XS was the sole motorcycle whose transmission incorporated a perfectly
homokinetic tripode joint behind the gearbox rather than the normal cardan joint. Moreover, the
Yamaha was also the only modern Japanese bike equipped with shaft final drive since Lilac had
gone out ot' business in Another original feature of the XS was its engine, whose three
cylinders had Firing intervals of degrees, with balance virtually equal to that of a four-cylinder
engine but more costly to achieve , this type of engine has the great advantage of being more
narrow. But no matter how technically successful it was, it could not make headway against its
four-cylinder rivals. The engine was a air cooled in-line three, four-stroke. It came with a 3.
Stopping was achieved via dual disc in the front and a single disc in the rear. The XS Special
was fitted with a 5. The XS and XS were produced from to The US enjoyed this bike one year
more. Because they had three cylinders, everybody knows the bikes as "Triples". At the
beginning, the bike displaced cc and later the engine was increased to cc, so, the XS changed
into a new XS machine. The Triples had electronic ignition from From CycleChaos. Yamaha XS
Manufacturer Yamaha. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can
help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. List of Yamaha
motorcycles. Categories : Standard motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Yamaha motorcycles
Yamaha XS series s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read
Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive:
shaft drive cardan. Yamalube 10w Service Manual. Make Yamaha. Model XS. Selling my yamaha
xs Great condition. Can easily be taken further into a cafe racer project. Bike recently stopped
starting. Was running great, don't have time to fix as I've been needing to sell. New spark plugs.
New front brake master cylinder. New starter motor. Lots of custom parts. New gauges. New
signals. Kerker exhaust from original owner. Dual front disk brakes and rear disk brake, a rarity
for bikes of that time. Also have the original back fender, tail light and signals. Great bike,
selling because I'm saving for my wedding. Please view this walk-around Youtube video of the
motorcycle: This motorcycle is in very good condition. Synthetic oil has always been used
under my ownership. The clutch is strong and the motor runs without flaws with more than
enough power riding around town. The rear tire is new as of last season, and the front is in
good condition. Please remember that this is a 37 year old motorcycle and though the photos
show motorcycle in good condition, it is still a pre-owned vehicle that has been used
regularly--but minimally, so please expect some wear and tear. This motorcycle is sold as-is
with no warranty. In person inspections are welcome and encouraged by appointment. I reserve
the right to cancel the listing at any time. Still running. Just got inspection sticker. Carbs just
cleaned professionally. Reserve the right to take down from auction if sold locally prior to end
of auction. Bike is sold as is. Not responsible after motorcycle leaves my hands. View video of
bike running here. Motorcycle was taken apart rims and frame were repainted. Engines was
gone through anything that needed to be replaced was gaskets etc. Has miles on the original
odometer has maybe miles since it was put back together. New electric push start,new
cables,new battery, and slightly used tires. Cafe seat with hinges, has original tool bag with
tools. It does start and run however. Bike also has one dent on top of the tank. The tank is bare
so it is ready to be painted or just clear coated. The kickstart does not work. The motorcycle will
be sold as is. If you have any questions about it feel free to email me. The bike is being sold as
local pickup. If you wish to have the bike shipped, arrangements must be made by you. The only
reason I'm selling this beauty is because I found A car to rebuild. I would keep her but she's just
going to take up space. Purchased from the second owner who sold it because he has four
other Motorcycles stored away. This is a Yamaha XS Special. It starts and runs goo, shifts
smoothlyb through all gears and clutch and brakes work fine. The engine is not original. I
believe it is from a 76 but not sure. The original air box has been removed and aftermarket air

filter system installed. In line petcocks have been installed as over several months the petcocks
leak a bit. Out on the road this machine is a pure joy to ride! It is smooth, powerful and handles
excellently. What stuff does it need??? It would be a good idea to replace both tires. It was
working fin and then stopped. I have not taken the time to figure out why. May be a blown bulb,
fuse??? I do not know. Pay pal ONLY total payment is due within 5 days. A This is a one owner
bike that has been stored in a garage since it was purchased new. This bike belongs to my
father and he stopped riding it after he had hip surgery. Just recently restored to working order
by a ASE master mechanic the bike was sitting since All lights, horn, gauges, indicators,
throttle, clutch, front brake, rear brake, shifter, throttle, electric start all work. Also comes with
the factory seat, seat in pictures is not original. The original front turn lamps were removed for
the fairing install and are missing, the original headlamp assembly is intact. I have a trailer and
will deliver the bike free within 50 miles of Grass Lake, MI. Delivery will require PayPal payment
or Cash up front. If buyer wants the bike shipped, they will arrange shipping themselves and
pay all shipping fees. The picture without the fairing is before the tires and exhaust were
replaced. I only added it to show what the bike looks like without the fairing. Horn button does
not work, don't know if it's the button, wiring, fuse or? This bike really turns heads and I get lots
of compliments on how clean it is. Everything works: all lights, turn signals, gauges, clutch, pet
cocks, choke, "cruise control", everything. The only real "issue" is common with this bike. This
is a relatively easy repair that anyone that's even slightly mechanical can do. I will fix it this Fall
if I end up not selling the bike. I also will include step-by-step pictured directions on how to fix
this problem with the sale of the bike. It's easy, but rather laborious. This bike has averaged
about miles per year for the past 37 years and it's condition reflects that. Feel free to ask any
questions. If you're local, just give me a call. Thank you. Sold "AS-IS" with no warranties.
Shipping is Buyer's responsibility. I will assist any way I can. Free and Clear title. It can also be
ridden home. It's completely road worthy. This is as fine of an example of this bike as you will
see anywhere, outside of a museum. This is not a barn find; I got the bike from a retired
motorcycle mechanic who had several bikes, but this one was his 'baby', and it shows. Always
kept inside and lovingly maintained. I have gone through this bike and it needs nothing, except
a new rider. It has had: --New tires, zero miles on them --New tank and side cover badges --New
black lacquer paint, correct for the period --New grips and controls --Valves adjusted
--Carburetors cleaned and rebuilt with new diaphragms on the slides --New spark plugs --New
NGK plug caps and correct 7mm solid core spark plug wires --New clutch cable --All bearings
good, brakes good and battery good --Both fuel petcocks rebuilt --New OEM carburetor boots
--Gas cap rebuilt --Gas tank lined --Oil and filter changed, air filter serviced All electronics work,
bike starts right up and runs awesome. If you live in the Tucson area, I would make myself
available for inspection, and a test ride, provided you have a license with a valid motorcycle
endorsement. I will not ship the motorcycle, however if you desire to have it shipped, you will
need to make all of the arrangements, payment, etc. In this case I will do what I can to facilitate
the shipping, meet the people who pick it up, etc. I am also including Japan as a country I will
sell to. I do not normally do this, but it would be kind of neat to 'expatriate' the bike back to
where it was born. Was going to be my project bike but I have an opportunity to buy another
bike. It runs but the carbs need to be cleaned. As of now it needs an exhaust, air filter and a
good cleaning. I have cleaned one of the carbs but have yet to clean the other two. Buyer is
responsible for pickup. My cell number is incase anyone has questions or wants to see a video
of it running before I took the carbs off to clean them. The previous owner was trying to make
the bike into a cafe racer, and it has a second cafe racer seat that in in better condition than the
one on the bike. It does need turn signals but the rest of the wiring is all working. Model XS
Took great care of it when I was riding. Swore I'd never sell it. Looks almost new but stored for
too long. Hasn't run in 15 years. This would be an overhaul project for sure. Maroon Special.
Only , built In excellent mechanical condition, runs great. Has been stored and covered for the
last 15 years; only brought out occasionally to be started, ridden short distances and
maintained. Drive shaft drive. In original condition, all lights and turn signals work, original Tach
and Speedometer. Seat has been restitched but is the original seat. Front brake trends to stick
on occasion. Color is black; Looks and sounds like a motorcycle should. Looks excellent,
needs work. Have title sell whole or for parts. Make offer Mark Model Xs Needs some work.
Lawrenceville, GA. Burnet, TX. Gloucester, VA. Eaton, NH. Ravenscroft, TN. North Fork, CA.
Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Xs Category
- Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Xs ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. In fact, the whole bike is a statement of balance
in many ways. Driven from the big-bike market by the mid-Seventies when the Yamaha TX twin
proved unreliable, Yamaha faced the challenge of producing a new bike that was unique but not

too radical for the mainstream market. The solution was a package of technical advancements
and user-friendly touches designed to make the XS one of the smoothest, most comfortable and
appealing bikes of its day. Owners discovered that second gear was prone to failure, as was the
vacuum-operated petcock. For them, past problems are forgiven once the triple stirs to life with
a sound that van der Touw describes as being as distinctive as that of a Porsche flat 6. Also in
'78, the standard version started competing with a factory custom model featuring a teardrop
tank and stepped seat. In , the cc engine was discontinued in favor of an that was produced in
and The four-cylinder XJE debuted in '81, and Yamaha would never release another
three-cylinder, four-stroke model. But when its day faded, so did its luster. As the XS
approaches its 30th birthday, though, Aker knows from experience that it can still draw a crowd.
In its day, the Laverda 3C was considered an absolute monster. By '76, the 3C had become a
little easier to manage thanks to the addition of alloy wheels and dual front disc brakes that
replaced a massive drum. Early models were plagued by mechanical and electrical problems,
and the Bosch alternators continue to draw criticism to this day. Created as an answer to the
Honda CB and the ferocious Kawasaki H2 , the three-cylinder Suzuki GT was praised for its
radical design and abundance of low-end torque, which gave the beast plenty of acceleration.
The bike had a unique look, with a smooth cylinder head thanks to water cooling , four tailpipes
and whoa-far-out-man colors such as Candy Lavendar and Maui Blue Metallic. The water-jacket
cooling system had a four-stage operation that restricted the flow of coolant when the engine
was cold and phased in liquid as temperatures rose. Produced for five years, the GT remains
affordable. Really enjoyed my '78 standard model. Smooth, plenty fast for daily use, quiet
though interesting , reliable, decent mileage. Not sexy, and when I told people that when it was
introduced, it was one of the fastest bikes on the market, they just laughed. Super-nice daily
rider, though; and as I said, plenty fast enough. These were continued to be released through to
for the Japanese Market and New Zealand Market I have restored a XSSP Special I have the
original paper work to prove it, Mine is all XS SH except for the barrels and pistons a bit of a
rarity these days but when ever on a ride I get interested people wanting to admire her. Mine has
been named the "Red Baron". Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors
and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the
sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Contender: Suzuki GT You
daaaamn right! Yamaha marketed its shaft-driven XS to a young crowd with big-bore European
tastes but small-potatoes budgets. Image courtesy Jean Aker. Contender: Laverda 3C. Continue
Reading. Share your thoughts. Robert Bissett. Related Content. Xs Print. Add to cart. How To
Repair Your Motorcycle. Moto Guzzi: The Complete Story. Ariel Red Hunter Print. The MV
Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate
the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Next door neighbor and competitor Honda
was selling every CB Four it could produce, and Yamaha desperately needed a hit in the cc
category. Released in Japan in early as the GX, the new packed a long list of new features,
including a shaft-drive transverse engine, headlights that automatically turned on when the
engine started and self-cancelling turn signals. Mechanically, the new bike was unlike any
Yamaha before it, sporting a 3-cylinder, 64 horsepower, double overhead camshaft engine, a
5-speed transmission and shaft final drive. In an attempt to minimize engine girth, the cam chain
was placed at the end of the crankshaft, allowing the cylinders to cozy up and decreasing
overall top end width. Primary drive was via a Hy-Vo chain wrapped around an inward- instead
of outward-facing clutch hub. A stout 4-point mounting bracket held the clutch in place and a
rubber disk imbedded in the clutch cover helped dampen vibration and clutch noise. The
double-cradle steel frame was contemporary, with dual down tubes looping under the engine,
meeting the rear side tubes at the driveshaft pivot. There are three cross bars; one in front of
the engine just below the exhaust, another at the back under the driveshaft, and yet another
under the airbox. The engine had only three mounting points, one each side at the front and one
under the transmission, with a long bolt sandwiching the cases. The XS arrived stateside in late
as a model, virtually the same as its Japanese home market sibling aside from some minor
cosmetic changes including a slightly bigger tail cover and minor tuning mods. The first foreign
market bikes were XSC models, and by the time the bike got to the U. In January , after fixing a
second gear slipping problem and retuning the engine, Yamaha renamed it the XSD. According
to Yamaha, retuning on the 2D was mostly down to fitting longer duration cams. By comparison,
the earlier D ran the quarter in While the original 3-into-1 exhaust gave the bike a sporty look, it
paradoxically reduced right side ground clearance. The Mikuni BS34 carburetors remained the
same, but were chastised by a few unlucky owners. The Showa suspension garnered praise for
being well sprung and dampened, front and rear. Fork spring preload could be adjusted by a
press-and-twist mechanism fitted on the cap, with three levels of adjustment that could squeeze
the spring almost an inch. Highway riding was class leading with 5. Small bumps were soaked

up while larger ones were nicely managed by the progressive dampening. Rear shocks were OK
for riding solo, but with only 2. Most of the updates on the E and subsequent models were
performance driven. The compression ratio was bumped from 8. The camshafts retained the
same lift, but duration was once again increased to take advantage of the new reshaped and
re-jetted Mikuni BS34 carburetors and larger airbox. To take advantage of the extra kick in the
seat, Yamaha lowered the secondary ratio to make the triple feel like a V8. The annoying gap
between first and second gears got much less annoying, and fifth gear roll-ons became
smile-inducing: You could forget about the shift lever when touring â€” just twist the throttle
and enjoy the rush between corners, the bike returning around 45mpg on premium gas. There
were some niggles, with bike magazine testers complaining that the carburetors were
over-responsive. That, combined with lash in the two driveline shock absorbers, and just the
slightest bump in the pavement will send the rider and the chassis lurching to and fro. The F
model, the last of the s, arrived in Color options were Vintage Burgundy and Black Gold, the
color of our feature bike. He had finished a restoration of a XS, and it was time to start
something new. After an incredible stroke of luck, he found our feature F model, with very low
miles see sidebar. Rusty and dirty, she was yet whole, with nothing aside from a rear turn signal
missing. The wiring was untouched, with assembly tags still attached to it. After connecting a
remote fuel tank and a good battery, the bike fired right up, spitting and sputtering, and leaking
fuel through the airbox. After stripping the bike down, John sent the frame off for powder
coating. The cylinders were left bare aluminum. The paint job was delegated to Morrel Roberts
at Moe Colors, who did a flawless, museum-quality job. The brake hydraulics were all rebuilt
and the fork seals replaced. Most of the chrome parts â€” exhaust headers, front fender, etc.
The engine was mostly left alone. The valve and side covers were sent out to Erik Hausch in St.
Petersburg, Florida, for polishing and the oil pan was dropped for inspection. John has put
about miles on the XS since it was reassembled. The long-stroke, degree triple produces a very
unique, deep bass sound, while modern triples wail like a four, and the long wheelbase and low
center of gravity allow the XS to remain poised on the Interstate. Parked for over 30 years. Runs
but needs work. A young man answered and confirmed what the ad said. In the summer of , one
of his neighbors in Long Island, New York, bought the bike and a boat. Seller Senior to hide the
bike in his barn. Understanding the plight of his fellow man and trusty neighbor, he agreed.
Every chance he had, Mr. Owner would sneak out, two houses down and across the street, to
fire up his XS and do a few loops outside town, cherishing every ride. A short time after the
purchase, Mr. Owner got a job transfer and left the bike behind. Remember that in the eyes of
the wife, that bike was long gone. The XS spent the next 20 years in the same spot in the barn,
leaning against the wall, buried under a pile of hay, farm equipment and junk. One shiny day,
Mr. Seller got a letter with the motorcycle title. After a few unsuccessful attempts to get it
running, Mr. Seller Senior placed the ad on Craigslist that my friend Mike saw. One week later,
the bike was in my garage. Had an -E model several years in the early "aughts. Good-looking yet
unpretentious, it was a quiet, good friend. Hello John. That's an incredible find you landed. But I
suggest that you not save it for the next owner to ride. Ignore the odometer and ride it to enjoy
it. I owned a XSE in red and gold trim for 26 years and with 36 k miles I passed it on. Except for
that skipping 2nd gear issue, the rest of the bike ran great and was noticed and appreciated
sometimes even by Harley riders. And those stock pipes made a really good sound. You did a
super job bringing your '79 F back to perfect condition, and I envy you your ride! Thanks to all
for the pro pictures and great story. JohnB in n. Hi, John. The latest issue of Motorcycle
Classics was shipped to subscribers on June 14, and will be on newsstands on June 21! When
will the magazine be in the mail? Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for
collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who
love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Photo by Erick Runyon.
The shaft final drive was a first for Yamaha. Enter the XS Continue Reading. Welcome to
America The XS arrived stateside in late as a model, virtually the same as its Japanese home
market sibling aside from some minor cosmetic changes including a slightly bigger tail cover
and minor tuning mods. Share your thoughts. More Comments. Related Content. Xs Print. Add
to cart. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Moto Guzzi: The Complete Story. Ariel Red Hunter
Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the
fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Make Yamaha. Model XS. I've
made a few modifications and it starts, runs, shifts, and handles better than when it was new,
through all the gears. I don't have the time to ride this bike much and haven't really put many
miles on it since I've had it. I have a clean California title with current registration for this bike. If
you are nearby and would like to see the bike or would like to discuss bike, call me at Bike is
priced to sell and all reasonable offers considered. When is the last time you've seen one of
these bikes in this condition? I can deliver up to a distance of 50 miles for a fee. If you need the

bike shipped further than this, you will have to arrange your own shipping, and I know a couple
shippers that I can put you in contact with. Bike must be paid for in full within 7 days of auction
end via PayPal or cash on pick up. Reserve right to end auction early as bike is for sale locally
as well. When was the last time you saw one of these in original unmolested condition:?????
This bike was used regularly unitl It was put in a garage in and it was stored there until
yesterday. The bike is not currently running. Though the engine does kick over, probably carb
work etc to get it going. The body of the bike is in great shape for the year, little to no rust on it
see pics.!! The gas tank is solid but has rust inside from sitting with old gas. The bike shows
10,xxx miles. The bike in my opinion is in great shape for the year. Make Honda. Model CB. Day
Heights, OH. Baton Rouge, LA. Coconut Creek, FL. Ridgefield, WA. Rock Springs, WY.
Brooksville, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Xs Make Yamaha 2 Honda 1. State California 1 Connecticut 1 North Carolina 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Handling is safe and dependable, if unexceptional, which is no particular drawback in a motor
cycle designed very clearly for long-distance touring, where the premium is on comfort and a
minimum of maintenance chores. Though, by comparison with its predecessor, the lacklustre
TX, the DOHC After the failure of the twin, Yamaha introduced the XS with three-cylinder dohc
engine finished in matt-black. It had a production run of about three years, to triple has been not
a runaway bestseller, in absolute terms sales have never been spectacular. In the last series,
Mark E, lower geared and more powerful than the original, was dropped from the range, with
only the US-styled SE, equipped with high bars, low seat and sporting exhaust system, retained
as representative of the three-cylinder line. Honda started the superbike flood from Japan with
the CB in ; Kawasaki followed suit with the Z1 in The success of those two indicated a public
demand for more sophistication, and to many that meant four-cylinders. The two holdouts,
Suzuki and Yamaha, continued in an entirely different vein, Suzuki with its GT triple and Yamaha
with its small-bore two strokes. In terms of displacement, Yamaha sported a cc vertical twin as
top of its range, but the Triumph-like styling and vibration ensured the twin would remain more
a cult machine. Yamaha's later TX and TX twins were notable for their complicated
counterbalancing system, oil leaks, and an uncharacteristic lack of reliability. Neither could be
termed a rousing success. Surely Yamaha would hedge its bets and produce something safe,
like a four-cylinder roadster. In the answer was given: an emphatic 'no' for their new bike was a
transverse triple, with shaft drive as standard. The whole XS package was incredibly neat, with a
compact engine and transmission and subtle paintwork that made the bike seem even neater
and smaller than it really was. Obviously, the most significant feature of the XS was its final
drive which for the first time made shaft drive available on a machine intended for the mass
market. Secondly, manufacturers had until now thought that it was only worthwhile using such
a drive with a longitudinal crankshaft engine due to the power loss and mechanical
complications involved in turning the drive through 90 degrees. MV-Agusta had for many years
been producing a transverse four with shaft drive, but their mechanism was bulky, and anyway
how many people could afford an MV? It was almost as if a myth had been exploded, for here
was an inexpensive bike with all the performance and reliability of a Japanese machine with the
added attraction of a clean maintenance-free shaft drive. The following year, an updated version
of the bike became available, with a higher compression ratio and a few other modifications. It
was labelled the XSE. The XS features an almost 'square' engine of cc, with twin-overhead
camshafts, three 34 mm carburettors and electronic ignition. Running with a compression ratio
of 9. With a degree crankshaft, the XS has a distinctive exhaust note reminiscent of the Triumph
Trident. A wet multi-plate clutch is used and this puts the power through a five-speed gearbox
and into the shaft drive which runs along the left-hand side of the bike. A broad-based duplex
cradle frame is used, while suspension is conventional along with the de rigueuer triple discs
on alloy wheels. Finish on the Yamaha is exemplary and the unique styling, complete with black
engine casings, sets the bike apart from the crowd. Starting the XS is easy in all weathers and
the engine soon settles down to a burbling tickover sounding just as one would expect midway
between a twin and a four. The gearchange is not to the same high standards as on Japanese
chain-drive bikes but it is superior to most other 'shafties' with neutral no trouble to find at all.
Acceleration is some way off that of similar capacity twin-cams fours, with a standing-start
quarter-mile time of seconds, while top speed is just on mph, only a few mph from its rivals. The
XS is not designed as a sportster, however, and is much more at home when touring. This is
emphasized by the handling which is a little soft to say the least when it comes to scratching
around country lanes. However the dampers are set, there is more than a hint of wallowing in
bends and under certain conditions a weave may even be apparent at just over mph on a
straight road. No, the bike is more at home when loaded with a pillion passenger and baggage
and with a long journey to look forward to, when its reliable engine and transmission will prove

their worth. Braking is something of a disappointment even in the dry, but one tends to forget
that the Yamaha belies its looks and weighs just a shade over lb. A firm grip on the lever is what
is needed, with wet weather braking performance being a pleasant surprise. In
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, an version of the bike was announced and the company's advertising around that time
boasted 'The Yamaha four-stroke philosophy: don't use more cylinders than you need'. So that
was why the XS was launched as a triple in the first place and not as a more conventional four.
Or maybe not, for a couple of months after that advert, the XJ was announced with a four
cylinder motor. Whatever, by this time the XS had a faithful following, if only of people who
wanted something different. Home Manufacturer Contact. Yamaha XS Make Model. Four stroke,
transverse three cylinder, DOHC, 2 valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio.
Cooling System. Air cooled. Battery and coil. Max Power. Final Drive. Front Suspension.
Telescopic forks. Rear Suspension. Dual shocks swing arm, preload adjustable. Front Brakes.
Rear Brakes. Single mm disc. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Oil
Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed. Yamaha Magazine Articles. XS Service Manual.

